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Sufficient conditions are obtained for a Lotka-Volterra system of the form 
1 , i = 1, 2, . . . . n 
to be oscillatory about a componentwise positive steady state. The result obtained 
provides an extension of those in [2], [3] and [4]. 0 1991 Academic press, IW. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider an autonomous Lotka-Volterra system of delay differential 
equations of the form 
dxi(t) 
-=xi(t) 
dt 
bi- i a,x,(t-7,) 
j=l 1 ; t > 0, i = 1, 2, . ..) n, (1.1) 
where b,, av, 7,(i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n) are real constants. In mathematical 
ecology, (1.1) appears as a model of the dynamics of a population of a 
system of n-species in a common habitat. It is known that time delays have 
a tendency to produce oscillations in otherwise nonoscillatory systems. 
A familiar example of this is provided by the scalar equation with a single 
delay 
d4t) 
-=u(t)[b-au(t-T)] 
dt 
(1.2) 
which is nonoscillatory if 7 = 0, where a and b are positive constants and 
is oscillatory if (be 7) > 1 (for more details see [4]). It is also known 
[6 3 that in competitive situations time delays can even lead to complex 
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behaviour (“chaos”). A detailed mathematical analysis of the qualitative 
behaviour of solutions f (1.2) can be found in [7]. 
Although work on oscillations and onoscillations in scalar differential 
equations f first and higher order with delayed (and eviating) arguments 
has been intensely pursued, such work concerned with nonscalar andpar- 
ticularly vector systems has not yet received much attention. Our analysis 
of (1.1) has been motivated by its application as a model in mathematical 
ecology. Since fluctuating populations runthe risk of attaining at times 
their minimum values, one must be familiar with the oscillatory behavior 
of systems indesigning management and conservation pr cedures such as 
harvesting a dstocking. Theprimary purpose of this article is to obtain 
easily verifiable lg braic sufficient co ditions forall positive solutions f 
(1.1) tobe oscillatory. 
2. OSCILLATIONS 
Usually together with (1.1) weconsider initial conditions f the form 
xi(s)=~i(s)>o; SEC-T,O] with $,(O)>O, i=1, 2, . . n 
t=max{zii:i= 1,2, .. n), 
where c$~: C--z, 0]H [0, co), di is continuous on C-z, 0) (i= 1, 2, . . n). 
We assume that he system (1.1) has a steady state x*= (x:, x:, . . .w,*), 
x* > 0, i= 1, 2, . . n and we consider only positive solutions f (1.1). 
It is customary todefine a real-valued continuous f nction u defined on
the half line [to, co) to be oscillatory if there exists sequence {t,} -+ cc as 
m -+ CC such that u(r,) = 0 for each t, E [t,, 30 ) and u is said to be non- 
oscillatory if there xists a TE R such that Ix(t)\ > 0 for t >, T. Such a 
definition hasbeen adequate for analysing the oscillatory and non- 
oscillatory characteristics of scalar differential equ tions with deviating 
arguments. In vector systems such as (1.1) it is convenient to use the 
following definitions: 
DEFINI'TION 1. An KY-valued function u(t) = {u,(t), u2(t), . .u,(t)) 
defined on(to, cc) H R” is said to be oscillatory if at least one component 
of u is oscillatory in the sense of oscillation of scalar-valued functions. 
A vector u:(to, co) I+ R” is said to be nonoscillatory if every component 
of u is nonoscillatory. 
DEFINITION 2. The system (1.1) is said to be oscillatory about its 
steady-state x* = {XT, x:, . . xz}, x,? >0, j= 1, 2, . . n if every solution 
x= {x1,x*, . .) x,,} of ( 1 .l ) has at least one component such that 
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[xi(t) --x1+] isoscillatory on (0, co) for some Jo { 1,2, .. n). The system 
(1.1) is said to be nonoscillatory about its steady-state x* = 
(x1*,x:, *--, x,* }if (1.1) has at least one solution such that he vector 
x(t) -x* = {x,(t) -XT, x*(t) -x:, . .) x,(t) - x,* >
is nonoscillatory on (0,co). 
We note that he above definitions constitute onlyone of several possible 
directions f generalising the concept of oscillatory and nonoscillatory 
scalar systems tothe case of finite-dimensional vector systems. 
We now proceed toderive a set of sufficient co ditions forall positive 
solutions f the system (1.1) tobe oscillatory about apositive equilibrium. 
Precisely we establish thefollowing: 
THEOREM. Suppose the parameters of (1.1) satisfy thefollowing: 
(i) bi, a,(i,j= 1,2, . . n) are real constants such that a,>O, 
i = 1, 2, . . n) and the system (1.1) has a componentwise po itive st ady-state 
x* = (x:, xf , . . x,* 1such that 
f: aiix,f+=bi, =l,2 ,..., n  (2.1) 
j=l 
(ii) 
qT,e> 1, where q = min 
{ ( 
X* aii- i laji[ , 
l<ibn j=l 
j#i 
T* = ITzn izii>* 
. . 
(2.2) 
Then every nontrivial nonconstant solution of (1.1) existing o  [ - t, co) is 
oscillatory about he steady-state x*. 
ProoJ: First we show that every nontrivial and nonoscillatory solution 
of (1.1) converges to the positive st ady state x*as t -+ co. For instance 
suppose x(t)= (x,(t), x,(t), . . x,(t)} isa nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) 
on [ -z, co ). Then there exists a t, >0 such that 
xi(t)--? #O for i= 1,2, .. n, t>t,. (2.3) 
Using the positivity of solutions f (1.1 ),we can rewrite (1.1) inthe form 
-= - i a,[xj(t-rjj)-x,+1, dui(t) 
dt 
t>O; i=l,2 ,..., n, (2.4) 
j=l 
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where 
q(t) =log[x,(t)/x*]; 1 > 0. (2.5) 
We have from (2.3)-(2.5) that 
f lu,(t)l G --aii Jx,(t-Tzii)-X*) 
and hence 
+ i (Ql Ixj(‘-Tjj)-xi*( for t>t,+r (2.6) 
j=l 
j#i 
(2.7) 
A consequence of (2.7 ) 
n 
I i=l \ j=l / 
j#i 
t>t,+z. 
is that 
i:l l”i(t)l + rl J 1,+~ ,;l Ixi(s-zii)-xi*I ds 
I 
G i lui(tl+~)l for t>t,+r, (2.8) 
i=l 
where 
(2.9) 
It is found from (2.8) that lui(t)l is bounded on C--r, 00) for i= 1, 2, . . n 
and this implies that all positive solutions f (1.1) which are nonoscillatory 
about its positive equilibrium are bounded; itis easy to see from (1.1) that 
ii(C), i = 1, 2, . .) n are also bounded for t> r. We can now conclude from 
this that he nonoscillatory solutions f (1.1) are uniformly continuous n 
[r, 00). We also note from (2.8) that 
(Xi(t-Tii)-X*I ELl(tl +Ty Co), i = 1, 2, . .) n.
By Barbalat’s lemma (Barbalat [ 11) we can conclude that 
Ix,(t)-x:I +ci20 as t-+co, i = 1, 2, . . n (2.10) 
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for some nonnegative constants cl,c2, .. c,. We claim ci =0, i = 1, 2, . . n. 
Suppose not; then there exist positive numbers t, and E such that 
)X,(t)-Xx*) <Cd+ (E/2) 
(x,(t) -XT ( > ci - (E/2) I 
for l>t,, (2.11) 
where Eis a positive constant. We have from (2.7)-(2.11) that 
$(jl 1Ui@)J)~ i=, [ < -  Uji(Cj-E/2)- f: lUjjJ(Ci+&/2) j=l 1 #i 
~ - ~ CjUji- ~ IUjjl i= 1 ( j=l > 
Ifi 
E n 
[ 
n 
‘jig1 aii+jCl ’i,l 1. (2.12) 
i#i 
If ci >0 for one or more i E ( 1, 2, . . n} then choosing E small enough, we 
can show that he right side of (2.12) isless than anegative number, say 
-p for some p > 0 and this is possible du to 
a,- i lUjil >o, i = 1, 2, . . n 
j=l 
i#i 
which is implicit in (2.2). Thus we have from (2.12) that 
z(!l l&(r)l)G -g, for t>l, 
leading to
i lui(t)l d i lUi(t,2)l -(P/2)(t-t,), for 1> t2 (2.13) 
i=l i=l 
which is impossible forlarge 1 since the right side of (2.12) can become 
negative. Thus we conclude that Cy= 1 ci =0 or equivalently 
luAt)l + 0, or (x,(t)-xx*/ +O 
as t-+03, i = 1, 2, . . n. (2.14) 
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We now rewrite he system (2.4) for t> t, in the form 
du(t) -=-j~lu~x~~e”l’-7~‘-1,, i=l,2,...,n; t>tz (2.15) 
dt 
and show the xistence of functions tij= $,(t) on [t2, co), j= 1,2, .. n such 
that for all arge enough t, 
@-B) - 1 = Uj(t - Tii) ~wfm, j = 1, 2, . . n; t>t,. (2.16) 
Let t, t1 be such that 
t > t2 + t; t, > tz + T. 
We have 
~~,(~-?I) - @J(Q) = [Uj(t- Tjj) - Uj(f,)] eMJ, j = 1, 2, . . n, (2.17) 
where 0, lies between t -t,? and tl. Considering thelimiting case of (2.17) 
as t, -+ 00, we derive 
eu’(‘-9J)  1 = U,(f- Tjj) f+h’i”“, j= 1, 2, . . n (2.18) 
for t> t, + T and for some functions tij( .)such that ,bj(t) -+ cc monotoni- 
cally ast -+ 00, j= 1, 2, . . n. 
Now for t> t2 + z, we can rewrite (2.15) inthe form 
dui(t) 
- = - i a&? Uj([ - T,$) @W')) 
dt j=l 
= -a,,!q z&(t - Tii) p($Jr)) 
- j$l atixi* u,(t- 7jj) e”J(+JL,(‘)), 
j#r 
i = 1, 2, . . n; t > t2 +z. (2.19) 
As a consequence of the nonoscillation of ui and the facts u,(t) -+0, 
tjj(t) -+ 00 as t + co (i= 1, 2, . . n) it follows that here exists a t, > t, + t 
such that (2.19) leads to 
dui (t 1
+ i lau( x,* lu,(t - Tjj)l e’q’tiji”3”‘; t > t,, i= 1, 2, . . n (2.20) 
j=l 
/#i 
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with the implication 
It follows from (2.21) that for t> t3 
u,,e- luc(ti,(b))l _ XT lu,(t -Tii)l GO. 1 
i#i (2.22) 
We derive from (2.22) that 
dw(t) 
T+a f: lUi(t-Tii)l 10, t > t3, 
i=I 
(2.23) 
where 
w(t)= i lu,(t)l 
i= 1 
([ 
(2.24) 
6= min 
l<i<n 
j#i 
Using the fact u,(t) --, 0, i= 1, 2, ,.., n we have 
w(t) + 0 as t-co; 
an integration of (2.23) on[t, a~) using (2.25) leads to 
(2.25) 
-n(t)+o[m i lUi(S-Tii)l dS,<O; t>22* (2.26) 
f i=l 
and therefore 00 nw(t)>0 s c l~i(~-~tii)) dS I i= 1 
m n 
> 
s 1 
lull b, z* =min{z,,, zz2, . .r,,) (2.27) 
f--T* i=l 
=CJ s 
a3 
w(s) ds; t > 22*. (2.28) 
I-T* 
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We let 
F(t,,oy w(s)ds, t>2r* 
1-r* 
(2.29) 
and derive from (2.29) and (2.28) that 
dF(t) -= --aw(t-T*) 
dt 
d -aF(t -T*), t>22*. (2.30) 
Using the facts lq(t,b(t))l + 0 as t -+ 00, i= 1,2, .. n one can choose t3 
large enough such that 
oz,e> 1 (2.31) 
and such a choice is possible due to hypothesis (2.2). But it is well 
known that (2.30) cannot have an eventually positive solution when (2.3 1)
holds (see for instance Ladas and Stavroulakis [S]). This contradiction 
establishes t  conclusion of the theorem. This completes theproof. 
If n= 1, b, > 0, a,, >0, zll >0, then the above result corresponds to that 
obtained by Kakutani and Markus [4] for the scalar delay logistic 
equation. 
3. REMARKS 
Recently Gopalsamy et al. [3] have discussed theoscillations of the
competitive system 
dx(t) 
-=x(t)[r, -al,x(t-z)-ua12y(t-~)] 
dt 
h(t) 
-=y(t)Crz-~21x(t-~)-~22y~t-~)l dt 
(3.1) 
with one delay where T, aij, ri, are positive constants such that he system 
(3.1) has a componentwise positive st ady state. The result ofour theorem 
provides a generalisation of the result obtained for (3.1). We also not the 
result obtained here generalises an arlier result ofthe author [2] where 
oscillations of bounded solutions f a linear system of the type 
y+ i a,ixj(t-Tii)=O; t > 0, i = 1, 2, . . n. (3.2) 
j=l 
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In our discussion of scillation of solutions f the system we have neither 
assumed competitive association nor the boundedness of olutions a dthis 
is a significant improvement of he previously known results. Oneof the 
biological nterpretations of (2.2) isthe following: if (2.2) holds then 
and in this case, ach species of the system is oscillatory in isolation (this 
corresponds to the case of (1.2)). Thepositivity of q in (2.2) means that he 
intraspecific ompetition of each species i higher than the cumulative 
effects of other interspecific associations; n this case if the delays are not 
too small then the population system modelled by(1.1) oscillates bout he 
componentwise positive equilibrium. A theoretical nference is that he 
Lotka-Volterra-type coupling ofoscillatory p pulations does not inhibit 
oscillations provided the intraspecific ompetitive effects dominate inter- 
specific effects. We conclude with the note that nothing isknown about he 
oscillatory and asymptotic behavior f(1.1) when q < 0. 
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